
To Whom It May Concern: July 22, 2008

As you know, nearly one in three children conceived in America is being violently killed in the
womb, not because the children did anything wrong, but because they are unwanted or because
they are deemed to be vital for research. The bottom line is Americans are selfish and have no
respect for life. Abortion is an abomination to God and a disgraceful black mark on the record of
our “Christian” nation. In my opinion, a major contributing factor for this ungodliness is the
silence of the Church at large, Christians who have watched from the sidelines and allowed this
evil to prevail. To protect the unborn and restore the sanctity of life in our land, we, the people
of God, must make our voices known. That's what compelled the CHA family to get involved.

We were introduced to the ministry of Justice For All (JFA) at the Reclaiming Oklahoma for
Christ Conference in 2007. JFA's mission is "to train thousands, to make abortion unthinkable for
millions, one person at a time." This is accomplished through the presentation of an outdoor
photo exhibit that is placed on college campuses throughout the U.S. You can view the exhibit
at www.jfaweb.org. Of course, opposition to abortion is not tolerated in academia. Typically,
the most valuable information and dialogue are absent from students' university experience.
That's why the JFA Exhibit is so important. The huge pictures of the violent act of abortion are
impossible to ignore. Their presence quickly draws a crowd and opens the door to discussion
about this terrible issue.

In the summer of 2007, we were planning to launch a new student leadership program at CHA
called "Salt & Light." The purpose of the “Salt & Light” ministry is to help produce agents of
change who will be used of God to exemplify servant leadership, to embrace the Church, to
engage the culture, and to evangelize the lost. In essence, we strive to take those Christian
students who feel called by God to make a difference and equip them with the knowledge,
wisdom, and character to face the spiritual challenges of college and life. We desire to expose
them to hands-on leadership training, regular opportunities to serve the student body, parents,
staff, faculty, and administration of the school, as well as the community, and on-going evange-
listic and apologetic teaching and real-life practice outside the walls of the school. Thus, partici-
pation in the JFA Exhibit seemed to be a perfect fit for what God was calling us to do.

In the fall of 2007, after JFA trained our students and faculty, we took 60 sophomores, juniors,
and seniors to the two-day Exhibit on the campus of UCO in Edmond. Although all of us were
anxious about the experience, we came away exhilirated. I've never been more proud of a group
of students, watching them take a stand for life and enter into real-life conversations with
confused collegiates, determined atheists, disgruntled professors, and even deceived volunteers
from Planned Parenthood. Those two days were the highlight of the year for our new program.
Students talked about it for weeks and could not wait to do it again. They came away with an
awareness of the opposition and its perspectives, as well as with confidence in what they knew
to be right. All of us were awakened to the need for Christians to engage in this battle!

We have absolutely enjoyed our partnership with JFA and look forward to volunteering at the
Exhibit in the fall of 2008, this time on the campus of Oklahoma University in Norman! We would
love to have students and teachers from other Christian schools join us in the fight. Please pray
and consider what your role might be in helping us turn the tide of this terrible injustice.

Mr. Aaron Ferguson Mr. Josh Bullard Mr. Ralph Bullard
S&L Head Coach CHA Headmaster CHA Ambassador

“You are the light of the world and the salt of the earth...” Matthew 5:14,15
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